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Dear Old Scholars,
I hope sincerely that this letter finds you well. Expressing this sentiment has a
particular poignancy in 2020 as it has been a year where attention on our health and
wellbeing has been to the fore. I know that some of you have had to spend large
amounts of time at home, and I trust that it hasn’t been too awful. There is no
question that the impact on our society is considerable and will take a long time for us to recover any
sense of a normal life.
We had to close Edmonton County School to all pupils in March, except for children considered
vulnerable and those whose parents are ‘key workers’. We went from being a very busy school with over
2000 children to a deserted place with less that 20 children attending on any one day. I am pleased to tell
you that despite some staff being taken unwell they all managed to make a strong recovery and return to
work. All of the children returned to school as well. We must be thankful for the good health of our
school community. We re-opened the Primary School in June—not all the children returned. (I think
many parents felt nervous about sending their children to school), and we also planned for year 10 to
return to school in July too. Some of them did, but it made for a very strange ‘end of year’, and our final
staff meeting for the school year was held via ‘Zoom’.
It is with some uncertainty that we planned to re-open to all children in September. There was lots of talk
in the media about how it would work, but a detailed plan where children start at different times, have
break at differing times and finish for the day at varying times—the aptly named ‘Staggered’ timetable has
worked, but is very different from the normal rhythm of a school day. However, we have coped!
All of our staff have been wearing visors—both in corridors and when teaching. We have children
wearing masks in the corridors (but not in classrooms) and we are managing to teach and have something
of an Autumn term. However, when a child tests positive we are having to send groups of children home
to self-isolate, set work remotely and do lessons on ‘Zoom’ or ‘Teams’. It is school life, but not as we
know it!
I hope that all our Old Scholar friends keep well, and in the words of both the Queen and Dame Vera
Lynn, “We’ll meet again.”
Best wishes

And from our CHAIRMAN / SECRETARY
Dear Member, We have had what can only be described as a ‘nothing’ year due to the Pandemic.
None of us could possibly have foreseen the chaos that it has inflicted on the country. Following the
euphoria of the Centenary Celebration in March 2019 everything else has been an anti-climax. As I
remarked after the 2019 AGM “The year that follows is going to seem a bit flat considering that we
had been planning for the Centenary for almost three years” Little did we know what was coming!
The 2020 AGM and all social activity is cancelled until further notice. I was able to report to the
Committee that the Association is still solvent. We are grateful to Dr. Susan Tranter for her piece on
running the school under the present difficulties. We must thank our Newsletter Editors, Jean and
Dennis Patten, for keeping up their impeccable standards and producing yet another excellent
Newsletter.

David Day. December 2020

Obituary
DEREK WATSON (1943-48)
Reported by his step-daughter
Heather Hirtle for wife Carol
It is with great sadness we announce the
passing of our beloved Derek Watson, at the
age of 89, on October 29th after a courageous battle with
renal and heart disease.
After completing high school Derek spent five yeas in the
Royal Air Force in the Far East, where his on/off teaching
career began. Returning to England he taught at Decca
Navigator in London, winding up in Nova Scotia when they
opened a branch in Halifax. He also spent several years on
the DEW Line in the Arctic, worked as an Engineer for EMI
Cossar in Hammonds Plains before setting off for the South
Shore to establish and teach the Electronics programme for
25 years at Lunenberg Regional Vocational School.
Upon retirement he enjoyed his motor home and Summers in
Shelburne County and sailing on the LaHave and his
cottage on Black Rattle Lake in Queens County.

During that time I was on an Arts Council panel for
music supporting up and coming musicians. My wife and
I worked with Matt Cardle, who went on to win ‘X
Factor’, which was really exciting. My son Paul became
his Musical Director and keyboard player, and still works
with him. Paul has also been Musical Director for
Andrea Begley (‘The Voice’ winner) and Jess Foley
(winner of ‘The Voice Kids’, and more recently ‘X
Factor’ (The Band). He works with other up-and-coming
musicians too, and runs a community choir.
Our other son, Richard, studied Politics and Social
Science at Cambridge University, and now works at a
school with children who have special needs. He is bass
player in a world music band called Sunday Driver,
which couldn’t be more different to the sort of music his
brother does! However, they get on really well with
each other and it’s been lovely on a few occasions when
we’ve all performed together at special family events.
We’re very proud of them both!
I play guitar, and my first ever performance was at school
in a music lesson. Gary Pine and I did a T-Rex number I
think. I’ve continued to play in all sorts of bands since.
Currently I’m the bass player in a folk band called Two
Coats Colder, and lead guitarist in a rock band called
Strike School. I’m still loving it and can’t see myself
stopping until I can’t physically manage it any more.

CHRIS BULLEN
(1966-71) writes

I’ve never been asked to write about myself
before, and I have to say I’m feeling a bit
uncomfortable about it. When I look back I
don’t know what you’ll find interesting. Like
everyone else I’ve been through ups and
downs, but all in all I know that I’ve been very fortunate.
Perhaps best that I try to mostly stick with the facts!
Directly after leaving school I got a job as a trainee Sound
Engineer at Chappells recording studios in Central London. It
was a dream job for a kid of 18 to be working with famous
people, but I had to work very long hours, often all through
the night. From there I went to work for a small company
where my job was to produce the soundtracks for videos. I
loved doing that, but after a couple of years they decided to
‘outsource’ my department and I was offered to join the newly
formed computer unit. As I’d only just got married, and we’d
bought a flat, I needed the income, so I accepted and found
that I really enjoyed computer programming.
After a couple more years there I moved to BP, where I stayed
for 15 years, working in IT. During that time we lived in
Hamburg for a year and I worked in Tanzania for three
months. It was a great time.
I took voluntary redundancy from BP when pay outs were
generous and that enabled me to start my own business,
initially in IT but later on a music company too. We bought a
medieval barn (called High Barn)
which we turned into a recording
studio
and
music
venue.
Contemporary artists performing
and recording there included Ed
Sheeran, Sam Smith and Newton
Faulkner as well as many acts I’d
admired in my youth such as
Wishbone Ash, The Strawbs and
Ralph McTell.
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Two Coats Colder
I still very much enjoy doing IT work as well. I am now
working from home designing and developing 3D virtual
worlds which are used for training and conferencing. I’ve
always preferred ‘doing’ rather than ’managing’ so it is
perfect for me.
My wife Kate is an animal lover and keen photographer. She
works on a voluntary basis for the RSPCA, and so we have a
constant stream of cats and dogs that she fosters. We live in
little Bardfield, which is a quiet village on the Essex/Suffolk
border, and we love being in the countryside.
When I look back at my time at Edmonton County I have
mixed feelings. I found most of the lessons extremely boring,
except for Art and Metalwork, but I loved Sports and the
great friendships. It has been fascinating to meet some of
those people again in recent years. Once you get talking it is
surprising how little they seem to have changed, even though
you would have passed
them in the street without
recognising them!

We would like to thank all those members who have
submitted articles for publication, and we know that our
readers are always very interested to hear what their old
schoolmates have been up to since leaving. Please contact
Dennis and Jean Patten at d.patten998@btinternet.com or
write to 14 The Crest, Goffs Oak, Herts. EN7 5NP.
We and our readers will be delighted to hear from you,.

NOTES FROM EUROPE
By DOROTHY BERIGER
(Chapman) (1941-48)

When people ask me how long I’ve
lived in Switzerland I tell them “As long as Elizabeth II has
been Queen”. And that’s perfectly true, for the very day I
arrived here the King died, (George VI). After school and
University (reading for an Honours degree in English), I
came here to teach at a girls’ boarding school in the French
part of Switzerland. It was a smallish town, or an outsize
village, and news soon got around that a native English
teacher had arrived. Numerous people would come up to me
and shake my hand saying how sorry they were about my
“dear King”, as if I was a close relative. That was of course
not so long after the end of WW2, and England (Britain) was
high in favour and repute. Nowadays, after the long lasting
soap opera of Brexit, people are more likely to ask me
accusingly “What’s that Boris of yours up to now?” Sic
transit Gloria mundi.
Living in Switzerland was not easy at first as everything was
so different, but after so many years here I am well
integrated, and have meanwhile raised a Swiss family of 3
sons, 7 grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren, and speak
German and Swiss-German (quite different) and French, and
can get by in Italian if necessary.
The Swiss are an orderly and hard-working race. They get up
very early and aim for perfection in everything they do. This
perfectionism has its positive and its negative sides. If a
Plumber or an Electrician says he’ll come tomorrow morning
at 7.45 he’s here on the dot, with all his required tools. The
rubbish collection is well organised and reliable, but you have
to put everything out before 8 a.m. and are not allowed to do
so the evening before. The public transport system is nothing
short of a miracle, and is used accordingly by many.
But this perfection practised in personal life is a bit
frightening for the likes of me. I have 3 Swiss daughters-inlaw who cook, housekeep, rear families, garden, sew, etc.
efficiently, and hold down jobs too. Phew! Makes me feel so
inferior with my British muddling-through ways. No point in
trying to compete, so I don’t. I admire them instead and let
them get on with it.
The Swiss political system is not oppositional as in Britain,
but a permanent coalition. There are 7 Federal Councillors
from 4 or 5 different parties who work together at the top.
There is no Prime Minister, but each Federal Councillor takes
his/her turn at being President for one year. All other MPs, in
various constellations, hold down their own jobs, probably
reduced to 60%, as well as performing their political duties.
The Swiss populace is expected to vote on various issues in
referenda that take place about 4 times a year, so the general
public have their responsibility too. Democracy in other
words. Not everybody bothers to vote of course, but those
with definite opinions certainly do so.
Switzerland is indeed a very beautiful country, but there are
also urban sprawls and ugly commercial districts. Most
people live in flats, which are well-appointed and
comfortable, while others build a house in a green area
outside town and commute to work. Well, the mountains and
lakes have to be seen to be believed, and I certainly enjoy
them. And this year especially, as Lockdown has kept vast
crowds of tourists away, thus giving us here more elbow
room. Bad for the Economy of course, but for once this puts
Switzerland in step with all other countries.

Alan Flook (1951-56)

Comments on AGEING
What an interesting word. One which
you would get a different definition
depending who you asked, what state
of health they were in and their age.
Try the following for starters:-

Ageing is the process during which

structural and functional changes accumulate in an
organism as a result of the passage of time. The changes
manifest as a decline from the organism’s peak fertility and
physiological functions until death.
This is pretty good for starters, but at the extreme you
could say that ageing starts from the time you are born—
you certainly don’t get younger. Attitude of mind comes
into it in a major way. On a personal basis there comes a
time when health—mental and physical, tells you that
things won’t, and can’t, get better, and you accept that you
are ageing.
Accepting the inevitable outcome is a harder matter. The
word ‘Old’ is often used to describe people and this is
largely a matter of numbers. Years ago someone was
considered as ‘Old’ at the age of 60, but these days that
would no longer be considered a reasonable definition.
It all depends on the individual, so all I can do is to put my
own slant on it. I am 80, so, by any
definition, I can be considered as old.
As for ageing, my physical health
started on a downward slope several
years ago. I had been pretty active,
ran three marathons and was only
stopped by a couple of
hip
replacements.
I continued being
active—walking
and
umpiring
cricket, so on my feet and mobile for
a lot of the time. I had to give up cricket umpiring when a
knee replacement was needed. I was then diagnosed with
an untreatable and incurable neurological condition which
gradually reduced my mobility in quite a drastic way. The
big dilemma in all of this was that the one thing that didn’t
deteriorate and stayed fully active has been my brain. This
has meant that I have been fully aware of my deterioration
and acceptance of the fact that my condition has no
treatment and no cure. Obviously there can be only one
conclusion. This leads to a high degree of frustration, and
that is difficult to cope with. So many people of my age
have reduced brain function, is that Dementia or
Alzheimer's? I am never sure of the difference. To a large
extent they have the ‘benefit’ of not knowing their
condition. I certainly know a few people who are in
reasonable physical health but whose mental health is far
from good.
On a personal level the increasing loss of mobility has been
tricky to deal with, but at least anticipated. It took a long
time to accept myself as disabled. The first step was
applying for a Blue Badge. I haven’t been able to drive for
quite a while, but the badge allows my wife to use the
disabled bays, which she will only do if I get out of the car.
This happens on the trips to hospitals, or the odd occasion
when she drops me off to go and watch cricket. I have a
major hate—people who use disabled bays without
displaying a Blue Badge.

To be continued
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Life after E.C.G.S.

By DEREK H. O’HARA (1966 to 70)
After leaving ECGS at the end of the 4th year I was
transferred (expelled) to Kingsmead Comprehensive. I
reluctantly completed my 5th year there . Secondary school
was always a chore for me. However, in spite of my
rebellious approach, I came away with a few certificates.
Nothing to shout about, but I have them!
I had been working at a local hair salon for a couple of years
on Saturdays and holidays and decided to continue toward a
City and Guilds, which I completed about a year later. From
there I went to work in the City at a Canadian Brokerage
House. Fry Mills Spence. Chris Bird had offered Mike
Lovett and I jobs there. That was fun, but short lived. I
decided to continue on that path though, slowly transitioning
toward the IT side of business. 3M, E.F. Hutton, C.Itoh and
Prudential Securities all offered opportunities to progress in
that field.
During this time I married and moved out of Enfield to Essex.
We enjoyed a good life, nice home, holidaying in the Med,
and lots of partying. But things started to deteriorate in our
relationship and we divorced in 1991.
My life had been pretty average until now, but, suddenly, at
the ripe old age of 36, I now found myself with a totally
different outlook! I had been working at Prudential for about
6 years and was offered the chance to head up a new
department in an area that few knew much about back then—
Data Security. I was promoted to Assistant Vice President,
given a sizeable budget, company car, a couple of staff and
access to all the resources at our New York HQ. Things were
looking up! The next year a young lady from the head office
visited our London office. Jennifer Zito. We had dinner one
evening during her week long visit, fell in love and within a
year had found her employment and she moved to the UK.
Another year in, we were married. Our son, Kenrick, arrived
2 years later, by which time we had started making plans to
move to the US. Fortunately most of her family was living in
Colorado, making it the obvious choice for us. I didn’t even
know where Colorado was!

New York had never really held that much appeal, and I
really didn’t want to transfer to our NY office, so why not
Colorado? After selling up every thing in the UK we moved
to Colorado in September 1996. It was quite a transition to
make at 41 years of age! A new wife, an even newer baby
and no real plan! We were fortunate in that we were able to
take a little time to consider different paths. It was then that I
decided to try and fulfil a dream I’d had since the age of 14.

Rewind to 1969. Our family had travelled to California and
Nevada to visit my mother’s brothers. During that time I had
caught a glimpse of trucking USA style and was awestruck!
So I tested for a CDL (HGV), bought a rig and off I went,
thinking this would be fun and lucrative. How wrong I was.
In that unlucky first year we almost lost everything
Trucking is a cutthroat business in the US. I had to learn not
to trust everyone at their word. Well it took a while, but we
turned things around. I got a Brokers’ license and 10 years
later we were moving hundreds of thousands of pounds
worth of freight each week.
To be continued

“Kia Ora” says
PETER STECHMAN (1955-61)
Quite often at this time of year we are visiting U.K and
Europe. Not now of course in this time of Covid—and
possibly never again! Travel Agents are shutting their doors,
probably for good, airlines laying off staff and laying up
airplanes. The current best estimate of getting back to normal
in a travel sense is 2024!. Yes, 2024, by which time I will be
80 and probably have no desire to spend a day and a half
getting to my destination, particularly if the destination of
either U.K. or Switzerland still has this nightmare virus
active. And don’t get me started about Brexit!!!
To put this in context, I live in a village by the name of
Portobello on the Otago Peninsula just outside our major
town of Dunedin, in the Southern part of the South Island of
New Zealand. Population of just over 1,000. We have our
own shop, pub, bowls green, golf course, garage, doctor and
cemetery. You will probably know which I patronize, being
on the Committee of the Bowls Club and President of the
Golf Club. My two daughters respectively live in Bristol and
near Lake Geneva in Switzerland, hence the annual visit to
catch up and see the grandkids develop. Ah ha, I hear you
say, perhaps they could visit you. True if you can get a flight
and can fork out to meet the new
Government requirement of
booking and paying in advance
for your accommodation upon
arrival in an isolation hotel for
two weeks . By the time we see
them they will be preparing to
turn round and go back.
But it is seemingly stringent
measures like that which allowed
N.Z. to keep the virus at bay. We have had lock down and
we still get some Covid cases in Auckland through foreign
visitors, but down here in the South Island we have not had
an active case for 3 months or more. We really do not know
what you guys are going through, and don’t want to. Life
down here pretty much goes on as before, before Covid that
is. Additionally there was an unexpected bonus in that with
all this hand washing and sanitising we had very little flu
during our winter. That might be a silver lining for you too.
Hang on to that thought !

We wish you all a very merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
Published by the Edmonton County School Old Scholars’ Association.
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Any opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of individual contributors and are published in the interests of information and debate.
ECSOSA itself holds no collective opinions.

